Introduction
The problem of finding a suitable apparatus for demonstrating heavy ion fusion is a difficult one to approach in moderate steps. An accelerator which can achieve break-even is probably too expensive as a first step in the present climate of trimmed budgets.
As suggested by Mark et. al The reason for this behavior becomes clearer in Fig. 3 , where the AT, A y phase space boundary of a group of particles is plotted at injection, at minimum ATms, and at a later time.
It is evident that as the phase space is compressed in energy, the correspondi ng extension in phase results in particles with a phase shift obtaining less energy, thus distorting the phase space.
Use of an ISR for the HTE In Fig. 4 is shown the elements of the proposed HTE using an isochronous ring.
The apparatus consists of an ion source, a rf linac, a stacking ring and a number of beam lines to transfer beam bunches to the target. By operating the ring on a suitable harmonic, the beam bunch structure is retained, with bunch separations such that fast kicker magnets can be used for extraction and switching in the external beam lines. After extraction, a separate beam line is used for each bunch. Bunch length, which has been established by the choice of rf frequency, is made to be consistent with the pulse length needed for the test.
The beam bunches are formed at the entrance to the linac by a low beta structure, operated a low rf frequency, on the order of 5-10 MHz. As the ions proceed through the linac, the rf frequency is progressivly raised, so that at the exit the frequency is on the order of 50-100 MHz. In the 0018-9499/83/0800-3073$01.00©1983 IEEE present example, the beam energy on target required is about 5 MeV/A, of this the linac will provide 4.55 M4eV/A, the isochronous ring the remainder.
Although in the present paper no attempt has been made to estimate costs, we can recognize here a few of the considerations that must be taken into account in optimizing this system.
-In order to reduce the number of beam lines to the target, the circumference of the ISR should be made as small as possible. Thus we consider superconducting magnets as being most desirable.
-To obtain the maximum stacked current it is necessary to use q=l, with A as large as economy permits, because the ring space charge limit is proportional to A/q2.
-Choosing a low injection energy in the ring will lower the linac cost, but there is practical limit imposed by the width of the field in the ring dipoles. As the field width is increased, the magnet cost will go up. Thus the ring injection energy will probably be determined by minimizing the overall cost of linac + ring. 
Ring and Target Parameters
There is no unique choice of parameters to reach a given target temperature. The hi gher the mass number A, the easier it will be to reach a given temperature, but increasing A increases the cost of linac, ring, and transport lines. I n the limits of the present paper we cannot treat this subject more fully, instead will use a set of parameters chosen to demonstrate the possibility of using an isochronous ring to achieve a temperature high enough to be uiseful for the 4ITE. Ring and target parameters based upon this choice are given i n Table I . The stacking behavior has been illustrated in Figs. 1-3 . 
